
Artist Daan Roosegaarde floods the Museum Square in Ams-
terdam: ”Waterlicht lets you experience how the Netherlands 
would look like without waterworks" 
 
From the 11th till the 13th of May everyone can experience the latest art work by artist 
and innovator Daan Roosegaarde at the Museumplein in Amsterdam. This inner city 
square, of almost 8 acres, will be virtually placed underwater during these days. Water-
licht lets the visitor experience the almost forgotten power and vulnerability of water. 
 
This inspired Daan Roosegaarde: "Waterlicht shows how the Netherlands look like without 
waterworks, a virtual flood. Innovation is seen throughout our landscape, pushed by the wa-
terworks and our history, but yet we’ve almost seem to forgotten this." The artwork consists of 
wavy lines of light, made with the latest LED technology, software and lenses. Waterlicht is 
seen at a height of more than 2 meters, the same level as the water would reach in Amster-
dam without human intervention. "Water awareness is crucial, without all our waterworks, the 
Rijksmuseum for instance would be under water. That is why we support this initiative," says 
Gerhard van den Top of the local waterboard.  

The recent acquisition by the Rijksmuseum of the 17th century painting by Jan Asselijn of the 
Amsterdam flood in 1651 was the actual reason for the temporary Waterlicht exhibition. Both 
works reflect on the water history of the Netherlands and the interaction between man, nature 
and technology. This created a great connection. 
 
Wim Pijbes general director of the Rijksmuseum explains: "The painting explains clearly the 
dutch situation: we have always lived under the sea-level”. Nick Jue, CEO of ING Nether-
lands: "With this special exhibition open for a wide audience, we combine the old painting with 
the modern 'Waterlicht’. The exhibition is supported by ING, partner of the Rijksmuseum.  
 
Practical information 
"Waterlicht" can be seen on the 11th, 12th and 13th of May between 22:00 and 00:00 at the 
Amsterdam Museumplein. The entrance is free. 
 
About Daan Roosegaarde  
Artist and innovator Daan Roosegaarde (1979) is known for his social design and energetic 
appearance. Interaction, technological innovation and beauty are central to what he describes 
as “technopoetry”. www.studioroosegaarde.net 
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More information (not for publication)  
Studio Roosegaarde: Lonneke Wijnhoven (+31 6 46645755) lonneke@studioroosegaarde.net 
and Charlotte de Mos (+31651698818) charlotte@studioroosegaarde.net  

ING Nederland, Afdeling Externe Communicatie: Marc Smulders, 06-15063913, Marc.Smul-
ders@ing.nl 

Waterschap Amstel, Gooi en Vecht: Danielle van Gerven, danielle.van.gerven@waternet.nl 

Het Rijkmuseum, Boris de Munnick, b.de.munnick@rijksmuseum.nl
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